
 White Paper 

My Life Vision 
“How the discovery of one’s Life Vision will change our lives forever!” 

 
 

“Do you know how special and      
amazing you really are? No . . . we         
mean, DO YOU REALLY KNOW?” 

 
 

“Did you know that of the      
7+ billion people living now     
and all the billions that     
have lived from all of time      
. . . that none are exactly,       
precisely as you are?” 

 
 

That makes you very special! 
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“Starting with your earliest memory, what did 
you really like doing and did well?” 

The 8th Habit - Stephen Covey 
 

 
Assignment #1:  
Answer the above and below questions.      
Purchase “The Dream Giver” and take 90       
minutes to read. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

                   Date Completed: ___/___/___ 
 
What would be a BIG dream you had, maybe as 
a child, but may not be pursuing? 
 
What’s common in both books is that every single person is special, that means              
you, and that everyone has their own story, their own dream, their own passions,              
their own path in life that will lead to great things. 
 
Our goal for this simple, short easy white paper is to assist you become clear on                
your dreams, your passions and how your dreams and passions fit into your             
overall Life Vision, e.i. the reason you were put on this planet.  
 
Gaining clarity, knowing precisely what your Big Dream is, what your Story is, i.e.              
what we refer to your Life Vision will provide the heart, the soul the context for                
you to be everything you are designed to be . . . A Great and Amazing                
Person! 
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Do you ever feel that you’re not  
living up to your full potential?  

 
Do you have a deep down feeling that you could be earning a lot more than you                 
are, having more, better and deeper relationships, and your entire quality of life             
could be better . . . IF . . . you could find the missing link? 
 
Our educational system, often our parents and even our friends embedded deep            
within our brains to think a certain way . . . but times have changed . . . and huge                    
educational, government, the press and even business entities are often slow to            
change. Consider the following ten things that the Harvard School of Law said             
were required to be successful in the 21st century. When you think back on              
your education, the way you were raised, your friends influence, the influence of             
those in your career . . . wow many of these ten things were you taught and are                  
you skilled with? 
 

1. The ability to define problems without a guide. 
2. The ability to ask hard questions which       

challenge prevailing assumptions. 
3. The ability to quickly assimilate needed data       

from masses of irrelevant information. 
4. The ability to work in teams without guidance. 
5. The ability to work absolutely alone. 
6. The ability to persuade others that your course        

is the right one. 
7. The ability to conceptualize and re-organize      

information into new patterns 
8. The ability to discuss ideas with an eye toward         

application. 
9 & 10. The ability to think inductively, deductively, and          
dialectically.  
 
There is a great free online course in the above areas           
presented by a young boy, a past President of the largest           
real estate franchise in the world and an international         
speaker and author. Go through this online course and         
then share it with others. 

www.TheVisionProject.net/FinancialSuccess.htm 
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Module 3 
 
Please do not make this more complex than it needs to be. Please do not, on                
the other hand, believe that because this process is so simple, it really won’t              
amount of much. The truth is, that this process has taken decades to discover              
the secret to help you and those around you, to learn how to discover your Life                
Vision. 
 
We trust the following two short videos will help to inspire you to take, let’s say,                
30 minutes, and go through a simple exercise in the discovery of your Life Vision.               
It’s your Life Vision! There is no right or wrong way to do this. We encourage                
you to share your Life Vision with as many people as possible. People love to               
help others and the more people we have helping us reach our Life Vision the               
greater success we will have. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/3f1LV.htm 

 
 
 
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/DiscoverMyOwnLifeVision.htm 

Discovery Of My Own Life Vision 
Developing our Life Vision is really more about discovery rather than developing. For the              
following exercise, list everything you are passionate about. This could be sports, family, food,              
etc. anything that you get excited about, anything that "charges your battery." Once you list               
everything, visualize that all those things you are passionate about are around the circle and in                
the center of that circle is where you will discover your Life Vision. 
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Once you complete and list out all your passions around the circle, you can just list them out in                   
the document in a list, totally up to you Your executive coach may also assist you in the                  
discovery of your Life Vision through your passions. 
 
Purpose: What others have discovered is that once their Life Vision has been             
discovered, it seems, that everything else in life seems to fall into place. It seems the                
pain, the hurt, the challenges now have context.  
 
Examples . . . http://TheVisionProject.net/7lessons_CaseStudies.htm 
 
 

 
Examples . . . 
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Assignment #2:  Journal 
Purchase a really nice hardbound     
journal and put your NEWLY     
discovered Life Vision in the front      
cover. 
    Date Completed: ___/___/___ 

 
Again . . . don’t worry about your passion / vision circle            
being right, just do the best you can. You can ALWAYS           
redo it any time, any way you wish. Get something down           
on paper and then review it periodically.  
 
Once we get a first draft of our Life Vision and share it with              
others it’s exciting to see others do the same thing. In The            
8th Habit by Stephen Covey, Mr.      
Covey shares the value, the     
importance of not only discovering your      
own Story, i.e. your Life Vision but to        
help others around us discover theirs      
as well.  
 
It seems . . . that our Life Vision, our          
Life Story, our BIG Dream will be much        
stronger when we discover the Life      
Vision, the Story the BIG Dream of       
those around us.  
 
Imagine . . . doing this exercise at our         
place of employment. Imagine a     
workplace where we understood the     
gifts, the talents, the passions and the Life Vision of those around us. Imagine              
what our relationships with family and friends would be like if we were learn how               
our Life Vision, our Life Story, our BIG Dream fit together with those around us. 
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Assignment #3:  Life Connected To Career 
Seek to determine how your Life Vision       
fits into the Vision for your company       
and how the vision of your company       
and those you work with fit into helping        
you achieve your own Life Vision. 
    Date Completed: ___/___/___ 

 
NOTE: If your company doesn’t have a passion / vision          
circle then it’s a great time to take a few minutes and have             
everyone on the team do a passion / vision circle for your            
company and/or your division / team. 
 
What are we as a company / team passionate about? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From those passions what is our Team Vision? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: Certain personality types love this exercise and others do not. Do not             
force people to participate in this. If people want to “play” they can and if they                
feel uncomfortable then they don’t have to participate. If this is done properly,             
over time, others will start to come around as we all will clearly see . . . “We can                   
accomplish far more together than we ever could on our own. 
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Now that we have our Life Passion / Vision Circle          
. . . now what? 
 
That’s a great question! 
 
In many ways, this is like a vacation. We need to choose a destination (Our Life                
Vision) of where we want to go for our vacation. Once we have a destination               
then we need to plan out a map, so to speak on how to get there. Do we want to                    
take the scenic route, the fun route, the fastest route or the route that will create                
the best relationships for all those going on the vacation? 
 
Now that you have a destination, of sorts, there are so many different ways we               
can pursue our Life Vision. The following 3 Steps To Success is what is called a                
Natural Law or the DNA for LIFE and helps us to determine the best path to take. 
 
Step 1:  Examination 
Just like no doctor should ever give you a prescription without doing an             
examination, the same thing is true for our Life Vision. We need someone to              
help us develop a life plan. There are individuals, just like you and I, who are                
certified through Legacy Partners, which is a part of Life Masteries Institute (LMI).             
LMI is a non profit 501c3 organization devoted to building community / business             
partnerships. Connect with the person who provided this white paper to you for a              
complimentary 30 minute phone interview / strategy session or call toll free            
888.230.2300 or outside the US please call 630.393.9909.  
 
Step 2:  Solutions 
Once you have completed a 30 minute strategy session you can then decide             
what the best path to take to achieve your overall Life Vision and help those               
around you to do so too. One powerful tool is called ActionVision. It is an online                
system designed to help you determine the best actions to take to achieve your              
Life Vision and assist those around you to do the same.  
 
Step 3:  Implementation 
Have you ever set out to do something and then didn’t follow through? We’ve all               
been there. The best way to insure that we are following through is to join or                
start a weekly mastermind group, connect with others to work together and / or              
obtain one on one coaching. A great exercise that others have found to be              
helpful is what’s call The Life Balance Wheel.  Check out the next page. 
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How Balanced Is My Life? 
- The Life Balance Wheel - 

Once we have discovered our Life Vision and how that life vision is connected directly into into                 
our passions it helps us to better understand the different major areas of focus we need to have to                   
achieve our Life Vision. 
 
Tom Kunz, most recent past President of the largest real estate company in the world (CENTURY                
21) has spoken all around the world in sharing with people who the balance wheel can help them                  
to have a better balanced life. 
 
Our life is very much like a wheel and if we desire to achieve great success, whatever that means                   
in our life then we need to have a wheel which will take us where we want to go in life and help                       
those around us to do the same thing. 
 
Step 1: Double click on the box below. 
Step 2: Click on the words if you would like to change          

any of the priorities in life 
Step 3: Rate each category from 1 to 10 with 10 being the           

highest/best and then connect the dots to see        
how balanced your Life Balance wheel is.  

 
Purpose: To learn specifically what areas I may have         
weaknesses / lack of life balance and then connect with          
others in my mastermind group to gain the assistance to          
have a more balanced life. 
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Solutions Which Work 
 
Here are some great implementation resources which will help you to take            
the required action to achieve your Life Vision. 
 
1. LIFE GPS 

Would you like a GPS system which is designed to know           
your personality, your dreams, your goals and then assist         
you in achieving your Life Vision? This mobile app is          
currently in development.  
www.LIFE-gps.org 

 
 
2. White Paper Library 

Some amazing thought leaders from around the world are         
attracted to Life Masteries Institute free white paper library.         
This large library of free resources is designed to help you           
gain insights and perspectives into all different areas of life.          
Some of these great resources will help you and those          
around you see greater success.  
www.TheVisionProject.net/FreeStuff.htm 

 
3. Mastermind Groups 

Mastermind groups are people who are committed to a cause, or a type of              
thinking, or a group of people. There are many groups to chose from and              
many of these groups are free. These are very committed people who can             
help you achieve your Life Vision and you can help others achieve their Life              
Vision. 
www.TheVisionProject.net/Mastermind-Groups.htm 

 
4. DNA for PEOPLE - Personality Masteries 

Do you ever get frustrated with people? Do        
you ever wonder why people think and do        
what they do? The resources available      
through this area will assist us to see greater         
success in every area of our lives. 
www.PersonalityMasteries.com 
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5. DNA for LIFE - Natural Laws 

Do you know the science behind      
solving any challenge we are facing      
in any area of our lives? There have        
been over 250 Natural Laws which      
have been discovered and each of      
those Natural Laws will help us to       
achieve our Life Vision i.e., our full       
potential in every area of area of our lives. 
 

6. DNA for BUSINESS - The 5/30 Grid 
When we love what we do it is an amazing          
gift . . . but often the demands of the          
marketplace turns what we love doing into       
a chore. The 5/30 Grid is the DNA for         
BUSINESS and the secret for business to       
learn to generate more sales and be more profitable. When          
great businesses are more profitable and can do it in less effort, every             
employee benefits. The company is in a far superior position to invest more             
energy and effort into helping each team member achieve their Life Vision            
through a stronger connection with the overall company vision. 
 

 
 

“If I want a different life . . .  
 

    . . . I need to learn to think in a different way.” 
 
 

Questions . . . 888.230.2300  
Outside the US . . . 630.393.9909 
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Possible NEXT Steps 
 

Step 1: Connect with the person who provided this white paper.  Thank them and 
discuss the possibility of working together on key things in this white paper. 

Date Completed: ___/___/___ 
 

NOTE:   Many of the following items will  be  developed  /  fine  tuned 
over the coming months. If you are interested in any of the             
following products / services and/or being on the        
development team please call toll free 888.230.2300  

 
Step 2: Request a complimentary / free 30 minute Strategy 

Session AND read the book “The Dream Giver”  
Date Completed: ___/___/___ 

 
 
Step 3: Seven week online course.  

- To Be Developed 
Date Completed: ___/___/___ 

 
 
Step 4: Join a mastermind group. 
                  - www.TheVisionProject.net/MastermindMAGIC.htm 
                  - www.TheVisionProject.net/MastermindScholarships.htm 

Date Completed: 
___/___/___ 

 
 
Step 5: Have a business architect build a customized life plan.  

- www.TheVisionProject.net/Action_Vision.htm 
Date Completed: ___/___/___ 

 
 
Step 6: .Host a series of seminars and/or workshops. 

- To Be Developed 
Date Completed: ___/___/___ 

 
 
Step 7: .Become certified to teach a program. 

- To Be Developed  
Date Completed: ___/___/___ 
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Pay It Forward White Papers 

 

Core Concept - Building on the knowledge base of others . . . 
Next generational knowledge . . . Any group of four individuals actively involved with              
www.TheVisionProject.net i.e. Mastermind Seminars, Coffee Connections, Legacy       
Partners Network, Mastermind Partnerships, Profitable Partnerships professionals may        
take any one of these white papers, specific to this topic and rewrite it any way they                 
wish, as long as it adheres to the overall values of the network and follows the “Pay It                  
Forward White Paper” format. 
 
The four individuals involved in the original white paper, where the white paper was              
originally created, will be recognized for their efforts at the end of your new white paper.                
All copyrights for all white papers and everything contained within the white papers will              
be held through Life Masteries Institute and The Vision Project. 
 
The accumulation of combined knowledge will create a worldwide effort which we            
believe will touch all seven plus billion people on this planet . . . fulfilling the vision for                  
the www.TheVisionProject.net.  
 
The Vision Project network will seek to track all those who have been affected as a                
result of all the iterations, the variations of this white paper, as each group of four, add                 
their own unique knowledge, experience, perspective and insights into the ongoing           
generations of what will be shared throughout the world.  
 
We can accomplish far more together than we ever could on our own. Applied to this                
type of white paper a new version of the white paper may only have a 1% change. That                  
1% change could make all the difference in the world. 
 
As you read this white paper did you see something you thought could have been better                
shared? Do you believe you have a story that really drives home the point in the white                 
paper? Would you like to use this white paper to enrich those in your network as well                 
as expanding your world? 
 
Step 1: Join The Vision Project network - 

www.TheVisionProject.net/Survey_TVP_Join.htm 
 
Step 2: Connect with 3 other individuals and brainstorm about how you would modify            

/ enhance this white paper.  www.TheVisionProject.net/PayItForward.htm 
 
Step 3: Inform your lead mentor of your team.  They will get everything set up for you. 
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Questions . . . 888.230.2300  Outside the US . . . 630.393.9909 

Thank You! 
 
As authors of this white paper, we would like to give a special thanks to each and                 
everyone of the E-VA’s (Executive Virtual Assistants) who really deserve all the credit             
for this white paper.  
 
We have the extra time in our lives because of you.  Thank you! 
 
E-VA’s, you have invested thousands of hours, of your own time, time you have not               
been paid for, into training and perfecting your craft. Each of you are really the secrets                
to “My Life Vision” and our hope is that this white paper helps you and those around                 
you. 
 
There are certification programs, which can certify individuals in teaching all the            
materials within this white paper.  
 
If you are interested obtaining help within your company to do things that really do need                
to get done, but often do not please call 888.230.2300 or 630.393.9909 for additional              
information.  
 
 
Thank You! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional Information On E-VA’s 

www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_VirtualAssistant.htm 
 

Check Out This Short Video 
www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_AddTest.htm 
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Authors 
Alan Stein 

Karen Carlson  
Randy Eikermann  

Misty Reynolds 
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/Mastermind_People.htm 
 

About The Authors 
 
We trust you have benefited from our mutual mindshare in this whitepaper.            
Please pass along the link to others so they can benefit as you have. Based on                
the following information, please feel free to call anyone of us for a             
complimentary 30 minute interview / strategy session to see if or how we might              
be able to assist you. 
 
Each of the authors are part of a mastermind network of professionals who are              
committed to helping another another achieve their life vision and doing that for             
every one of the 7+ billion people in the world.  
 
To discover more about each of the authors and how you might be able to               
connect, partner and work together to mutually achieve one another’s dreams           
and goals please go to the mastermind personal profile library.  
 

Mastermind Personal Profiles 
www.TheVisionProject.net/Mastermind_People.htm 

 
Do you believe we can achieve far more together, than we ever could on              
our own? There are 30 minute a week, mastermind groups which are being             
attended by individuals all around the world. “Out of the 10,080 minutes we             
all have in a week, what would you commit 30 minutes a week to following               
through with for a year?”   
 

Mastermind Group Profiles 
www.TheVisionProject.net/Mastermind-Groups.htm 
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Here are some interesting questions . . .  
 

● Do you believe we all have a lot more potential that isn’t being fully tapped? 
 

● Do you believe that each employee has talents and gifts that are important to              
the overall success within any business? 

 
● Do you believe that employees who are clear, as to their life goals, can be               

better helped, by an employer who is interested in helping 100% of their             
employees achieve their life goals? 

 
● Do you believe a company will be more successful / profitable if the             

employees work closely with the business owner(s) to create a working           
relationship with mutually beneficial goals? 

 
● Do you believe that most business owners have a desire to help each             

employee to see success in every area of their life?  
 
If you are the type of person who finds the above questions interesting, you may find it                 
interesting to pass this along to your boss, employer, owner of the company / organization               
you work for. 
 
Legacy Partners is a group of individuals all committed to helping owners of companies              
create a legacy . . . something that lasts beyond the life of the owner. Employees are                 
obviously more important to the owners ability to do this than even the owners own children                
/ family.  

 
There is a white paper called “My Life Vision,” others have found most             
helpful, which helps us to better understand our gifts, talents, passions and            
then can help us discover our very own Life Vision, i.e. why we were put on                
this planet. What’s interesting is that when employees take a          
few minutes of their own personal time to read the white           
paper, and work through a few of the simple / easy exercises            
and then share those efforts with the boss / owner . . . there is               
a connection, an excitement, something that is almost magical         

as people start to realize . . .  
“We can accomplish far more together than we ever could on our own.” 
                                 www.TheVisionProject.net/LegacyPartners.htm 

www.TheVisionProject.net/WP_MyLifeVision.htm 
 

Questions . . . 888.230.2300   Outside the US - 630.393.9909  
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“How do I Live My Vision On A daily, 
hourly, minute by minute basis? 

 
 

This was a question the Alan      
Stein, one of the founders of      
Dimensional Living recently   
asked. We trust the following     
seven ideas will assist you     
take your life vision and live it       
every moment of every day.  www.TheVisionProject.net/Dimensional_Living.htm 
 

1. Post It - Put your life vision into a format, where I can feel it deeply,                
see it and it will draw us and others around us in. Some are putting               
their life vision into artwork.  HOPE - Head - Heart - Hands - HELP 

 
2. Integrate - What are we doing daily? How does it fit into everything we              

are doing we are doing? How does everything we’re doing fit into our life vision.               
Integrate our life vision into every area of our lives. 

 
3. Create Profit - We have to earn a living so how do we turn what we do to earn a                    

living into directly achieving our life vision? If others know our life vision and we               
know the life vision of others around us, we’ll see greater success in every area of                
our life while achieving our own life vision. 

 
4. Journal - There is something magical about writing something down. Journal           

periodically on how our life vision is being achieved each and every moment of the               
day. Celebrate success and we’ll see more success. From our journal write a             
white paper and start to share that white paper with others. 

 
5. Lead - From our journal we will have produced a white paper and from sharing our                

white paper others will become interested in learning more about our life vision and              
how they can help us and we can help others. Start a weekly 30 minute               
mastermind group where we share more details about our life vision, what we’re             
doing what others are doing, what we can do together. As we mastermind             
together with others we will see greater clarity as to the daily, in the moment things                
that we need to do, to achieve our life vision. 

 
6. Teach Course - As we start to interact with others in our mastermind course, we’ll               

start to see things we’ve never seen before and our life vision, our story, our BIG                
Dream will become more clear to us. From what we learn we can then develop a                
seven lesson course we can share with others and start to generate revenue from              
actually teaching our life vision and all that surrounds that.  

 
7. Seminars / Workshops - We probably won’t realize it immediately as to how             

much insight, experience and wisdom we’re gaining, but we are! As we become             
more passionate about our life vision, helping others to discover theirs and how by              
combining our life vision with the life vision of others not only will be achieve our                
life vision but we will experience a fun and exciting journey along the way with               
some of the most amazing people on the planet.  
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